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1. Why do we need digital workflows?

2. How I used digital workflows to help answer historical questions?

3. What lessons can you use in your own work?
Physical -> Digital Archives

- Explosion in digital objects
Physical -> Digital Archives

Physical -> Digital Archives

- Explosion in digital objects
- NARA FY 2020 Budget:
  - -$30 million in operations and personnel
  - +$22 million in digital scanning project
Physical -> Digital Archives

- Reduction in employee hours
  - Description of materials
  - Researcher Facility Hours
Physical -> Digital Archives

- Hathitrust
- Internet Archive
- Digital Public Library of America
- Proprietary Databases
ICC Decisions, 1946-78

1946 - Termination Era
- 2,700+ decisions
- 25,000+ pages in 43 Volumes

1978 - Self-Determination
- 852 claims in 610 dockets.
Digital Analysis

1. WGET -> downloads decisions (images in PDF form)

2. Tesseract -> turns images to text

3. RStudio - statistical programming environment ->
   a. ingests text, outputs analysis
1. Text mining program from Andrew McCallum, David Mimno, and others of UMASS - computer scientists

2. Many types of natural language processing, document classification, topic modeling, etc.

a. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) - Topic Modeling
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Topic - Expert Witnesses
Typical Case - Phase 2
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Graph: Trends over ICO Decisions in Order
Typical Case - Phase 3
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Expert Witness - Near Neighbor
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Occupation of Alcatraz
Symbolic Judgment

“I’ll always say it was that Indian Money that freed us from bondage... because so many of those who had been so down on the Indians had to face up to us over that money.” -Creek Nation Member
Topic - Trust Accounting
Reconciliation / Transitive Justice

1. Critical Reflection

2. Symbolic/Material Recognition

3. Political Participation
1. Ask Historical Questions First.
Best Practices

1. Ask Historical Questions First.

2. Experiment with available data
Best Practices

1. Ask Historical Questions First.
2. Experiment with available data
3. Reproducible Results